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re:MEMBERS JURORS
Philomene Bennett is a co-founder and past-president of the Kansas
City Artists Coalition. Bennett is a prominent painter and art instructor in
Kansas City and has been an active artist for 50+ years. Bennett has had
over 100 solo, two-person and group exhibitions of her work throughout the
United States. Her work is in the collections of museums and corporations
throughout the United States, including the Kemper Museum, Kansas City, MO;
National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, DC; the Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art, Kansas City, MO; Daum Museum, Sedalia, MO; AlbrechtKemper Museum, St. Joseph, MO; Prudential Life Insurance, New York, NY;
United Missouri Bank, Kansas City and Blue Springs, MO; Mutual Benefit Life,
Kansas City, MO; Odyssian Technology, South Bend, IN; American Express,
Salt Lake City, UT; and many others.

James Martin is an independent consultant, curator, educator and writer
based in the Kansas City area. He serves as Curator of the Center for the
Healing Arts at Truman Medical Centers and he currently consults on public
art for the municipalities of Gladstone, MO; Merriam, KS; and Olathe, KS.
He began his career in 1989 as Interim Director at the Kansas City Artists
Coalition, and returned to work for KCAC in 1995 as Managing Editor of
Forum Magazine. In addition, he was formerly Curator of the Sprint Art
Collection and Assistant Curator in Modern and Contemporary Art at The
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.

JURORS re:MEMBERS
Jim Sajovic’s works are held in public and private collections in the
United States, Europe, and Asia. His artworks have been exhibited at galleries
and museums, nationally and internationally, including New York; Chicago;
Atlanta; Los Angeles; Edinburgh (Scotland), Paris (France), as well as Milan,
Rome, and Venice (Italy). Solo exhibitions include: Jim Sajovic: Hix Fragments
& (pash’n), Todd Weiner Gallery, Kansas City, MO; Jim Sajovic: Evolution,
Daum Museum of Contemporary Art, Sedalia, MO; Dreamer-Ecstasy, Belger
Arts Center, Kansas City, MO; Jim Sajovic, The Lowe Gallery, Atlanta, GA;
Millennium Garden, The Albrecht-Kemper Museum of Art, St. Joseph, MO.
Sajovic’s works were also featured in: “Dream Bodies”, The Kansas City
Jewish Museum; “WORD”, Nerman Gallery of Art at JCCC; and “Witness:
Artists’ Perspectives on War”, The Leedy-Voulkos Art Center; The Perception
of Appearance, Frye Art Museum, Seattle, WA; Inferno, Cedar Rapids
Museum of Art, Cedar Rapids, IA; Dark Paintings and The Dante Paintings,
Leedy-Voulkos Art Center, Kansas City, MO; New American Talent: The Tenth
Exhibition, Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Austin, TX; and Motion Pictures: The
Art of Jim Sajovic, The Mulvane Art Museum, Topeka, KS.

Janet Simpson is Executive Director of the Kansas City Artists Coalition
and has held this position since 1989. The Executive Director has primary
responsibility for the organization, including artistic direction of the
Exhibitions Series and Programs. Simpson has served on various committees
and boards in her community, state and nation including the Kentucky Arts
Council; the University of Missouri–Kansas City’s Urban Mission Task Force:
Culture and Arts, Missouri Arts Council Organizational Development Working
Committee; Kansas City Municipal Arts Commission 1% for Art Panel; the
River Market Business Association Board of Directors; the Missouri Citizens
for the Arts Board of Directors; and the National Association of Artists’
Organizations Board of Director, and was the Midwest Representative to
that organization and served on the Working Conditions Committee and the
Conference Committee.

Ione Angilan
My works tell a story through body language. Each composition
asks a question, leaving the viewer to answer it. I put my figures
in realistic environments and have them react in logical ways
to an illogical size discrepancy in the scene. Because the
viewer determines the sex of my figures, it is the viewer who
creates the meaning behind the interactions of the people.
These neutral figures reflect the viewer’s personality, thoughts
and memories. They represent the viewer’s perceptions of the
scene. So when one is interpreting the figures, one is looking at
oneself.
ioneangilan.artspan.com
Beach Watch
2013
Watercolor
22 x 30

CYNTHIA BJORN
My work is in part about the process and in part about the
expression. I start by going to my “truth” and laying out marks
on the canvas to respond to…in order to find my voice. I
will paint on…over…take away…and then add back to the
surface. I find that this discovery process feels primal and
evolving. As my work reveals itself, the process reflects my
need; or wants to cover up the truth. I want to hide and disguise
feelings to make them acceptable. The end result represents my
truth, through the evolution of revealing and hiding.
www.cynthiabjorn.com/index.html
Mercy
2015
Oil on canvas
60 x 48 x 1.5

JEFFERSON BLAIR
The process of creating an art piece varies in approach and
understanding; nevertheless, the work is inspired by factors that
influence the artist’s spirit/soul. The eye of a true artist is born
within, develops with time, and has the ability to cross mediums.
Take the conventional and challenge it; experiment with the
medium beyond its traditional usage. Current work focuses on
innovative, sculptural, kiln-formed glass/metal/wood design and
natural photography. All facets of work pay homage to light
and its play on the senses. Within the final piece, the beauty
of art continually evolves via light and seasonal shifts (this is
vividly true of glass and metal sculpture.) As the light source
varies, the work itself embodies a new radiance, meaning, and
ever-changing expression.
We all are composed of mind, body and spirit. We often focus
on the mind and body, neglecting the spirit and soul. It is this
essence (spirit & soul) of space, time and place that illuminate
life’s journey.
jeffersonblair.com
Orange & Blue Vase
2015
Kiln-formed glass
13 x 12 x 10

JANE BOOTH
A dog’s sense of smell is 100 times more powerful than a
human’s. As he’s running along, muscles streaming, nose
twitching, to the ground / in the air / to the ground, tail
wagging, stopping on a dime, rocketing back to full speed as
he locates a trail, a whole dimension available to him, this
100 times capacity to smell. It provides depth and power and
complexity to the simplest experiences. He’s using his senses
entirely, he is entirely his senses. It’s joyful, it’s intuitive, it is what
he’s about.
I like to paint the way a bird dog runs, bringing a depth of
senses to the canvas, using the whole body, intuition engaged.
Expressing the way moments sound, how hot or cold they
are, their softness or roughness, the chaos or peace that is
generated. Drawing from the big sky and land that surround my
hilltop rural studio, I’m interested in expressing how the world
touches the senses. In life, these moments evaporate as they
appear. It is a joy to set them on a canvas to consider.
www.janebooth.com
Evolve Series - Osmosis
2012
Acrylic on canvas
32 x 42 x 1.5

JOE BUSSELL
These paintings, recall a conversation I had,
many years ago, with my 9th grade Algebra
teacher, Mr. Bingham. I came to him one day with
a problem I was having with polynomials. Once
he was sure I understood, he said at the end, “Just
relax Joe, and remember, it is just like a game.”
Never forgot it.
www.joebussell.com

Playful Proof Series #1
2013
Acrylic
48 x 36 x 2

Playful Proof Series
#5
2013
Acrylic
48 x 36 x 2

REBECCA CALHOUN
In my paintings I seek to create images that combine memories,
both real and imagined, and translate them into narratives
that are immediate and contemporary to me. The process of
painting for me is most analogous with conversation which has
an undisclosed beginning and an often indefinite ending.
www.studiocalhoun.com
Restaurant Confessions-Two
2013
Oil on mounted primed masonite panel
48 x 36

DEBRA CALLAWAY
I was born in Arkadelphia,Arkansas, in 1953. I received a
Bachelor’s of Art Education from Henderson State University, in
Arkadelphia and then went on to earn a Masters of Fine Arts in
painting from Florida State University in Tallahassee, FL.
After a couple of years teaching high school art, I moved to
Kansas City and took a position teaching language arts in
an alternative high school for “at-risk” teens. For the next 30
years, I taught English and devoted a lot of time to running
and competing in triathlons. I competed in many marathons
and other running events around the world and in the Hawaii
Ironman World Championship Triathlon. However, I did
continue to paint when I could and wrote daily in my journal. I
also benefitted from some writer’s workshops and peer editing
groups.
In 2010 I retired from teaching and now spend most of my time
writing or painting. My husband and I also travel quite a bit,
and I enjoy writing and painting on vacation as well.
www.feralbandicoot.com

Paris Shoes
2012
Oil on canvas
36 x 36

SHARON CATHERS
I am a photographer and digital artist, working since 2002.
Architectural Series 1
2014
Digital photography
32 x 21 x 2

MAURA CONRY
My work, with its deep psychological overtones, emerges from
a life nourished by a panoply of profound life experiences.
I weave together layered imagery from religion, biology,
medicine, pharmacy, psychotherapy, and the social sciences
(in all of which I am formally trained) with unexpected and
often humorous results. Spiritual and religious themes invade
my art, a carryover from my eleven years as a Roman Catholic
nun. Symbolic imagery runs rampant with a contemporary
Jungian flair. Of late my work has taken a more whimsical turn
juxtaposing the images of antiquity with contemporary (and
even banal) themes.
mauraconry.com
Goddess of Radiation
2013
Archival digital imaging
24 x 30

VALERIE DORAN-BASHAW
Valerie has many years of experience developing unique works
created from natural fabrics including silks, cottons and linens.
Influenced by the ancient Japanese technique of shibori; cloth
is wrapped around a pole, bound and dyed. Shibori patterns on
cloth produce lovely images reminiscent of shadows in nature,
wood grain, water flowing and more.
Valerie creates wall pieces of resist-dyed silk fabrics, sewn/
pieced together, stretched over a frame. Inspired by geology,
geography and the weather, these pieces resemble regional
landscapes.
“My work is quiet, often meditative, my intention is for you to sit
with it, be quiet and come into balance”.
www.wovenwind.net
Deepening
2012
Resist dyed silk fabric, assembled, stretched over a frame
60 x 40 x 2

CONSTANCE EHRLICH
Be still and listen to my art. It is sometimes a symphony,
sometimes a solo. I use chords of color and linear lyrics to
create an echo of melodies, harmonies, and dissonances. Some
of my prints are light and airy, a heartfelt ballad. Others sound
deep and full with an operatic rhythm and movement.
Be still and listen to the songs of line, shape and color. Feel the
vibrations. Each print has its own sound and temperament-its
own reason to be. I am the instrument that plays the notes so
that the music will resonate.
www.constanceehrlich.net
Heber
2015
Solar plate etching
20 x 16

KEVIN ERHARD
Kevin Erhard was born west of Minneapolis. He grew up
surrounded by nature and ran feral in the woods, swimming
and fishing in the lakes. Early on, ceramics became his passion,
a way to explore forms, color and movement. Erhard earned
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Ceramics from Massachusetts
College of Art and Design, 2007. In Seattle, he was an Artist-inResidence at Pottery Northwest, where he investigated pushing
materials and their properties. Recently, back in Kansas City,
his art form expanded into painting by using visual elements of
ceramic surfaces.
Long Winter
2015
Acrylic
12 x 12 x 3

GENEVIEVE FLYNN
The mysteries of nature’s designs have always
intrigued me. The beauty of natural botanical
lines lends themselves to contemporary form and
functionality. As an artist I take liberties with the
natural form while trying to maintain the purity of
nature’s art.
My art falls into two definite styles. While visually
different, in concept they are very similar. My
botanicals are derived from the simplicity of
nature. My intentions are to bring inspiration to
each piece, in hopes that every individual can
appreciate the true love and compassion that I
put into my work. It is my desire that each piece
will be used, viewed, and passed on through
families, from one generation to the next, to
be loved and cherished as they were when first
created.
www.genevieveflynn.com

Plethora of Love Pendant
2014
Sterling silver
2.5 x 2.5 x 1

Morning Glory Bracelet
2013
Copper
2.5 x 4 x 0.25

SUSAN GRACE
Susan Grace is an artist who, for many years, focused on the
human figure in her oil paintings. Recently, however, the figures
have disappeared, leaving behind only the spaces where
once they were a visible presence. These interior and exterior
architectural spaces are disguised as a fairly static geometric
composition but are teeming with motion, life, and variety, once
you look a little closer.
www.susangracestudio.com
Sea Change
2015
Oil on linen
36 x 72
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Alison Greene
This series of artwork uses thorns and cactus spines as a
metaphor of changing pain and suffering into something
inspiring. The process of hand plucking, hand painting and
hand placing these thorns and spines, speaks about the
transformation of pain into beauty and fear into love, the
evolution of one thing into another form entirely; a movement
towards a higher power, a greater good. Like the fire of a
phoenix, one existence must complete itself in order for a new
one to be reborn.
alisonmoynagreene.com
Starburst I (Thorn and Cactus Spine Mandala Series)
2014
Acrylic paint, rose thorns, cactus spines, ink, wood panel
12 x 12 x 1

DAVID GROSS
I explore color, form, and space from realism to complete
abstraction: this compulsion has led to over fifty years of
painting.
Exuberant
2015
Acrylic, oil on canvas
60 x 48

SHARON HARPER
In my work I look at the human condition through my personal
experiences with love, loss, prejudice, emotional intimidation
and self-acceptance. As I sift through my daily encounters and
influences I began to form ideas of how to make my ideas
tangible in a variety of materials. I have most recently become
increasingly conscious how my body and thoughts are changing,
and I use my medium to begin to reflect this process with the
introduction of layers of texture, or the inclusion of a disparate
element, or translucency of glaze that allows for a visual layer.
sharonrharper.wix.com/portfolio
Seated
2013
Ceramic
19 x 9 x 8

clyde heppner
Clyde Heppner is a fine art photographer who is attracted
to subject matter that has historical depth. Learning about the
origin of a practice inevitably results in uncovering the many
layers of meaning and influence. This attraction allows Clyde
to connect with the past and present the subject matter in a
contemporary time. His training in Psychology and a lifetime
interest in Eastern art influence his compositions. Clyde has
exhibited at venues such as the Center for Fine Art Photography
and the San Francisco International Exhibition. His work was
recently featured in a solo exhibit at the Griffin Museum of
Photography.
						
www.clydeheppner.com
Next Generation
2014
Platinum palladium print
10 x 18
top

The Ride
2014
Platinum palladium print
10 x 18
bottom

JEAN HOWARD
The major inspiration for my paintings begins with my strong
response to something I see. I want either to recreate that
passion or to react some way. I may depart completely from the
subject and abstract, exaggerate, or recompose what I have
seen. It is never my intention to merely copy what I see. I want
to be more involved than that. Through the years, I have been
excited about so many things, from various types of buildings
to simple rocks and with a fascinating interest in just water from
oceans , lakes, etc.
Influences in my observation have been from my architect
father, Harry Foster Almon and the opportunities that I have had
to travel to many parts of the world.
Above all, I want my paintings to have dialog. By that, I mean
that when I look at a painting a week, a month, or a year
later, the painting will still say something to me and not just be
decorating a wall.
jeanhoward1.com
Crossroads
2015
Painting
40 x 40

KWANZA HUMPHREY
My painting Charlie Bird was accepted to the 2011 River
Market Regional Exhibition. It was this show that was my first
introduction to the Kansas City Artists Coalition in an official
capacity. During the reception, an older man in a cowboy hat
came up to me and began speaking to me about my painting.
I was flattered but thought it was just some random guy. It
wasn’t until he mentioned his wife Philomene Bennett that I
realized to whom I was speaking. I was in awe and had heard
so much about him and what he and Philomene had done in the
community. He told me I should see Tom Deatherage, which I
did, and I have been on an incredible journey of creating art
ever since.
www.khimages.com
Tom D.
2015
Oil on canvas
30 x 40

ANGIE JENNINGS
Angie Jennings utilizes her photographic
skills acquired over 20 years in various
styles of the photographic medium to depict
stories in a single image or series. Her
images are a combination of digital, film, and
photogravure. She has exhibited nationally
and internationally, Oregon, Colorado,
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Beijing.
One project depicts the ever-changing
landscape of China. On a local level she
documented one woman’s fight against
breast cancer, and will begin another project
about a friend who is in a wheel chair and
will be traveling through Europe. She is
also working on a Modern Family/Modern
Couples series.
www.angiejenningsphotography.com

Modern Couples: Chivalry
2012
Photography
17 x 12

Modern Couples: Love not Love
2012
Photography
12 x 18

SARAH KRAWCHECK
Freshman year of high school, I was placed in a photography
course because nothing else fit in my schedule. I was devastated
because I thought I would hate it and I wanted to take ceramics
instead, but that was unavailable to me too! I had an assumption
that photography was like video and I didn’t enjoy handling
a video camera. It also didn’t help that before even touching
a film camera, I had to use an oatmeal box camera and make
photo-grams. When I was finally introduced to a real camera
I enjoyed it and my fears were gone. Photography ended up
being an art I was good at and enjoyed more than drawing and
painting. I chose photography as my major in higher education.
www.sarahkraw.com
Untitled_02
2011
Photography
25 x 25

DEAN KUBE
There is a quote by British painter Francis Bacon that echoes
my own philosophy as an artist: “If you can talk about it, why
paint it?” When I am painting, it is always clear in my mind as
to what I am doing and feeling in that moment. But, I often find
it difficult to express that same clarity to someone through
words. For me, trying to articulate the process of creating what
I create is difficult. It takes the beauty and mystery out of the
piece. Instead, I have found that the real beauty in what I do
comes from each unique interpretation that develops within
the minds of those experiencing the work. What I find more
inspiring than anything else, however, are the infinitely colorful
interpretations of my work that are articulated to me by those
who are willing enough to tell me what the piece says to them.
This, in turn, allows me to view my own work from a completely
different perspective – sparking entirely new thoughts and
ideas, and igniting my process all over again.
www.deankube.com
Essence
2014
Acrylic on birch
30 x 40

Sara LaGrand
Sara Sally LaGrand, award winning artist and
author, has had the great fortune to study glass
with many gifted teachers both in America and
Italy. She holds a BA in Glass Formation from
Park University, Parkville, MO.
Honors include awards from Art Westport,
Kansas City, MO; State of the Arts, Prairie
Village, KS; Bead Museum of Washington,
DC; Bead and Button Magazine, Images
Art Gallary, and the Kansas City Artists
Coalition. She has taught flameworking all
over the world including Arrowmont School
of Arts and Crafts in Tennessee, Unikal Glas
in Switzerland, VeryClaire in Nice, France;
Tuffnell Studio in Rudston, England; and many
private studios all over the US. She has been
a presenter at the glass symposium at SarsPoteries, France.
Her work has been published in many books
and magazines including The Flow, Bead and
Button, Glas Perlen, Germany,
Her work can be found in public and private
collections around the world.
sarasallylagrand.com

Creep
2014
Glass, wire, fur
12 x 8 x 8

Parasite
2014
Glass, mixed media
12 x 18 x 8

Cathy Logan
In 1972 I attended a lecture by the painter William
Bailey in which he referred to his still life paintings
as “narrative.” His statement appeals to me in
describing my current body of work “Around Here,”
whose subject is the mundane architecture and
industrial sites of the Kansas City area. My method
is to wander outdoors until a location piques my
curiosity. I do preliminary painting or sketching
on the spot and take photographs for reference,
returning to the site often just to take another look.
The subjects themselves are un-peopled and stoic
yet an imagined narrative exists in the histories of
I like the way the traditional “oil paint on rectangular construction, topography, and occupancies. The
other narrative is about what happens in the studio
support” provides boundaries that let me focus on a
subject while pushing deeply into the painting process as the painting process unfolds.
and my inner stash of images. I sometimes like to paint
the observed subject in combination with an imagined www.cathyloganstudio.com
object or space. The subjects I find most intriguing,
Early Autumn
whether they are landscapes, buildings, objects, or
people, are not spectacularly beautiful. My job as an 2014
Oil on linen
artist is to discern and unlock unobtrusive beauty by
skillfully laying down paint that gives pleasure with its 47 x 47 x 2
tactile presence and by forming line, color, shape, and
the illusion of space.
I am a perceptual painter with a bent toward flexible
realism. The goals in my practice are: to understand
the subject of the painting, to respect the autonomy
of the painting process and medium, and to craft an
image others will be drawn to. Art making provides
me a connection to my surroundings and a way to
understand deeply what is physically present. My
painting style and sensibility have changed since my
return to Kansas City from Florida, with a renewed
emphasis on study from life without sacrificing
imagination.

Rachel Mindrup
Rachel Mindrup, is a professional artist who received her BFA
from the University of Nebraska - Kearney and her MFA at the
Art Institute of Boston. She also attended the Art Academy
of Los Angeles, a drawing and painting atelier. Her current
painting practice is about the study of the figure and portraiture
in contemporary art. Mindrup has taught at various institutions
including: Kansas City Art Institute, Creighton University, and
the Joslyn Art Museum. Her artwork is held in many private
collections including those of Primatologist Jane Goodall and
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas.
www.rmindrup.com
Waiting
2012
Oil on linen
48 x 52

Mark Needham
My schooling in and practice of architecture
and graphic design have guided my jewelry
design to be simple, free of ornamentation,
reduced to plain forms with unexpected
interactions of materials, forms and textures,
bold in scale, distinctive, light in weight and
easy to maintain. Where gemstones are used,
they are chosen for uniqueness in cut, color,
size, or type of stone and set by a system
of my design and fabrication. Many pieces
are interactive or changeable by the owner.
My work in other media shares this love of
simplicity.
markneedhamjewelry.com

Citrine Show Stopper Ring
2015
Jewelry
1x1x1

Fantasy Floral Necklace
2015
Jewelry
2 x 3.5 x 1

Sydney Pener
Sydney Pener creates handcrafted metalwork
and jewelry. Her visual narratives focus on
experiences, memories and the power of objects
to define who we are. Pener is inspired by nature
and discarded vintage objects - breathing new
life into old things. In this fast-paced world, her
artwork honors the traditions of Metalsmithing;
thus, the end result is refined, one-of-a-kind
work. Sydney is active in local art fairs, teaching
workshops and is represented by the Phoenix
Gallery on the Plaza, Kansas City, MO. She
maintains an art studio in midtown KC and
teaches Metalsmithing courses at Johnson County
Community College.
www.SydneyPener.com

The Moment of the Caterpillar
2013
Sterling Silver, copper, cast bronze, patina
14 x 6.5 x 0.5

The Song of the Cicada
2013
Cast bronze, sterling silver and
patina
8 x 7 x 0.5

Tim Pott
Tim Pott photographs the world around him, framing the
commonplace in an uncommon way; thus, capturing a new way
to look at the ordinary. For most of his “photographic life”,
his work has been firmly rooted in traditional black and white
photography, influenced by artists such as Harry Callahan.
More recently, he has begun experimenting by manipulating
imagery. Professionally, Tim Pott has been a photographer in
the advertising and editorial fields for the last twenty-five years
in KCMO.
www.timpottphotography.com
High Tide
2009
Archival pigment on paper
32 x 41

Robert Quackenbush
Experimentation drives my practice of making art. I’m fascinated
about how things go together: color, texture, geometry, and
new materials. And so, I find myself in the arenas of innovation,
invention, the unknown and risk.
I am also influenced by the artists who have come before me. I
consider the history of art to be a record of progress. A record
filled with insights and experiences delivered in a language we
each have to decode as we deal with solving the challenges of
being creative. All of my work embodies this decoding and that
is how I resolve my ideas into the art that I make.
It’s impossible for me to avoid the migration of ideas and
images that flow among my paintings, printmaking efforts and
sculpted pieces. The power of the horizon line, the beauty of
architectural dimensions, the surprise of a textured surface, the
mesmerizing angles of geometry, the unavoidable attraction of
a found object.
www.artbyq.com
4Q2014.4
2014
Oil on toned canvas
24 x 24

Maggy Rozycki Hiltner
Maggy Rozycki Hiltner was born in 1975 and grew up in
Pennsylvania. She comes from a family of makers: her mother
and grandmothers needlepointed pillows, made quilts and
stitched or knitted their clothes and toys; her father built odd
things, cooked outrageous meals and painted murals in their
home. She earned a BFA in Sculpture with a concentration in
Fibers from Syracuse University and was a Studio Assistant at
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
She is a full-time artist living with her husband and two young
daughters in Red Lodge, Montana.
www.maggyrhiltner.com
Gas Can #3: Lawn Party
2013
Hand-stitched cotton, found textile on gas can
6.5 x 12 x 12

Diane Salamon
My work is about bringing balance, beauty, and hope to our
chaotic and unorganized world. I utilize my love of music and
writing to energize my work. Each painting consists of layers of
color, patterns, shapes and written thoughts or prayers resulting
in a lyrical labyrinth. The viewer weaves through the painting, in
and out of “doorways” and “paths,” looking for possibilities.
dianesalamon.com
City on 66
2013
Acrylic
36 x 36

Nelson Smith
Nelson Smith has received widespread recognition as a painter
and sound artist. He is a Ballinglen Arts Foundation Fellow,
Ballycastle, Ireland and recent Senior Artist-In-Residence in
Painting and Drawing from Oregon College of Art and Craft.
Grants include a Lighton International Artist Exchange Program
Travel Grant, four state Michigan Council for the Arts Individual
Artist Grants, and numerous other awards. His work is included
in significant public and private collections. Relationships
between diagrammatic language, objects/images, and action
developed from research of landforms, communities, culture,
and mythologies are at the core of his work.
www.nelsonsmithart.com
Round Tower Cosmic Tea Cup Network
2015
Mixed media with sound
32 x 34 x 52

Heather Smith Jones
In my work I relay personal experience through imagery, areas
of painted color, and text. I am intrigued by visual questions
that arise when fusing recognizable elements with more silent
language, such as shapes, symbols, or bits of prose, that allude
to part of a story. What in the process of art making or art
looking, connects someone to an experience? Recent concepts
I consider are the inner grappling between human hardship
and an expression of hope, or recognizing human frailty and
uncertainty amidst ideas of permanence.
www.heathersmithjones.com
Before I Knew You
2012
Oil on panel
20 x 20 x 2

Rashelle Stutts
Abstraction has become my social media.
I’m interested in the idea that within the ambiguity of specific
color relationships and abstract forms my own emotional
purging can take place. Individual personalities define each
social situation while color and tonality create a dialog,
establishing a social context and the climate of a painting.
Raw ideas and experiences are recorded on the canvas with
the fluent sincerity and immediacy of a virtual status update.
Discriminate, redemptive application of color and mark making
inspire moods, which address moral, spiritual, or social meaning.
This process has become my catharsis...my muse...my news feed.
www.rashellestutts.com
You Keep Me Safe I’ll Keep You Wild
2015
Acrylic, oil bar on canvas
60 x 48

Karen Steen
At its core, my work is about organic forms and their
relationships. I reference the intricate and dynamic nature of
life - its small parts, interconnections, diversity, rhythms, cycles,
and energy. Themes of repetition and novelty, features of the
biological world, are an undercurrent in all of my art.
The notion that civilization is damaging the balance of nature’s
elaborate systems fuels my interest in biology and the smallscale world, where forms are either invisible to the naked eye,
or can be seen only through close examination.
karensteenfineart.com
Partnership
2009
Mixed media drawing on paper
9x9

Mike Terry
The Montage series is created by merging two to four separate
photographs together to form an entirely new realm within the
image. I then “work” the piece by manipulating the contrast, color
spectrum, and saturation to alter the overall mood; including masking
when needed, and burning or dodging areas. Whether I am working
abstractly or using recognizable objects in the photograph; the
textures, color, and structure are strongly considered when deciding
which shots to use in the beginning steps of the process. In some cases,
I am combining photos of my paintings, artwork and photo collages
to create a looser, more painterly appearance. In my photography,
I am seeking out designs in nature, architecture, and abstracted
forms, often in a minimalist approach. Staying true to the history
of photography, I feel the need to record the ordinary, mundane
and everyday things for the viewer to see as a new discovery.
Experimenting with color inversion, I’m building the otherworldly
aspect that some of the abstract surrealism contains. When combining
the shots, the original compositions of each photo are maintained
in about 90% of the works. Using masking and layering effects allow
each image to have six to ten versions of the same basic merged
image. In each version I am emphasizing different aspects of the
composition to create a separate but simultaneously connected
image. Emotionally, for me, the combined images are re-imagined as a
surreal memory of events.
www.michaeljterryartist.com

Montage_5540_L9
2015
Photography
28 x 38

Larry Thomas
At first glance my work might appear
quite abstract. Closer inspection
reveals glimpses, fragments, or
passages of potentially more
recognizable shapes. Utilizing
the traditional mediums of paint,
printmaking and collage with the
contemporary medium of digitally
generated images, I explore the
concepts of perception, deception,
invisibility and camouflage, both
visually and metaphorically.
larrythomasart.com

Stack
2014
Mixed media on canvas
48 x 48

Shred
2014
Mixed media on canvas
48 x 48
right

Beverly Todd
Living is wonder -- spiritual, romantic, awe-inspiring,
transformative. There is the Grand Canyon wonder. There is
walking-quietly-in-the-woods wonder. Both obliterate routine
and take us into an expansive world.
It is wonder I capture then share back with the viewer. Juicy,
colorful, full of energy wonder… at times expansive, peaceful,
liberating… all things captured.
I share what it has taken me a lifetime to understand. Life is art.
It moves us, in the deepest and most unconscious way.
What inspires me to create is using art as a translation, in color,
shape, form and story telling. It is painting how emotion feels.
www.btoddarts.com
Forever Girl
2014
Mixed media
48 x 48

Fred Trease
The Workhouse
“Built in 1897 the building was originally designed
as a city jail for petty offenders such as vagrants
and debtors. As a part of their sentence these
prisoners were expected to work; the women
sewed prison uniforms and the men labored for
the city’s public works department. The building
itself was constructed using labor of the prisoners
who also mined the limestone onsite. Designed
by prominent Kansas City architects, A. Wallace
Love and James Oliver Hog, the structure was
built in a Romanesque revival style because it
was considered in vogue at the time. In 1924 the
jail closed and the building would be repurposed
more than a dozen times until it was eventually
abandoned in 1972” - Wikipedia
Cropping, waiting, going back again and again.
Sometimes, snap! The image presents itself fully
formed. Other times I am aware of an image but
must be patient and wait for it to reveal itself.
Usually it involves time and thought. Analysis and
contemplation. As with light, change is variable.
Sometimes it is cataclysmic. The work can also
span time and geographic distance. Sometimes it
feels finished but it turns out not to be. Emotion
and autobiography are never far away.

Workhouse (freedom)
2015
Photography
12 x 12
above

Workhouse (graffiti)
2015
Photography
12 x 12
right

Vickie Trotter
My work, whether figurative, still life or
landscape is always an attempt to bring
interest, beauty and appreciation to what
surrounds us. I am drawn to the shapes, colors
and perspectives found in the many varied
environments that make up our world.
I approach the paintings in my current Los
Angeles series as giant puzzles. Every piece
of the puzzle needs to be put carefully in
place to capture the multi-layered patchwork
of trees, flowers, buildings, billboards, cars,
pavement and wires.
The paintings are offered as an opportunity
for a closer look at the smallest nooks, street
corners, hillsides and vistas that people
pass by everyday - perhaps without notice
or appreciation. The vibrant, colorful and
complicated landscape that makes up LA’s
visual language is often taken for granted in
the course of daily life.
Canyon Tapestry
The series was recently exhibited at the
2013
Albrecht-Kemper Museum of Art in St. Joseph. Oil on canvas
I am currently working on the 17th painting.
53 x 42
www.57thstreetstudios.com

Urban Retreat
2015
Oil on canvas
54 x 39

Robin Vanhoozer
Nuanced between an intuitive subconscious and the conscious
expression of time and perspective is where my work originates.
Every mark that traces a path on the surface progresses until
there is simplicity with complexity. Dynamic action against which
is balanced the quiet force of color.
An elemental palette is rooted in the childhood use of primary
hues. The use of encaustic wax in my art practice allows
me to explore multiple layers of color and translucency.
Communicating in the lush primordial language of silence, a
visual shout emerges. The evolutionary path I travel with each
image is a unique perplexity.
www.robinvanhoozerart.com
Cross Lands 2
2015
Encaustic on panel
24 x 24 x 2

Jean Wender
Working with clay connects me to the earth, its essential core.
The process of throwing, of centering and bringing up the
walls of a pot, reenacts a process that has been performed for
thousands of years. I feel a kinship with those ancient, nameless
artisans. This connection is enhanced when I take my carefully
constructed pots, nestle them in a bed of sawdust, minerals and
wood scrap, and then light the pyre. To see the flames leap
up and smoke rise is like an offering to an ancient pagan god.
Some things endure, and I find comfort in that.
jeanwender.com
Calypso
2014
Stoneware
24 x 5 x 5

Amy Wright
Amy Wright is a painter originally from St.
Louis, Missouri. She graduated from Kansas
City Art Institute in 2004 with a bachelor’s
degree in painting. Working in cloistered
conditions, she endeavors to illuminate an
unwritten manuscript. Her paintings are
populated with mysterious structures that
occupy lands not quite terrestrial, made by
unseen entities that are not quite human.
These subjects reveal a search for the
staggering beauty that can be found in the
abandoned, and the disquiet that often
resides there. The delicate meditation of her
renderings is an invitation to the viewer to
respond in kind.
www.thefleafarm.com
The Mold Eaters
2014
Ink and acrylic on paper
11.25 x 11.25

Fairy Rings
2015
Ink and acrylic on paper
8.25 x 12

Carol Zastoupil

Coco de Mer Way
2014
Oil on canvas
36 x 24

Bay Vue View
2013
Oil on canvas
20 x 16
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“

Kansas City artists gathered in the studio of Philomene Bennett and Lou Marak, the meeting’s agenda
was “How the Artist Can Benefit From Centralization.” Overwhelmingly the group felt a self-initiated
organization was the only alternative to isolation, elitism, apathy, and ignorance. The Kansas City
Artist Coalition was formed.

Artists’ organizations were formed and spaces were opened.
Artists Space opened in New York City, Name opened
in Chicago, F-Space Gallery opened in Orange County,
California, Self-Help Graphics opened in East Los Angeles,
Kearny Street Workshop opened in San Francisco, Artpark
opened in Lewistown, New York, And/Or opened in Seattle, and
But KCAC is really part of the legacy of the sixties - the decade the Washington Project for the Arts opened in Washington, DC
of the Civil Rights Movement, student activism, the anti-war to name a few. KCAC was in good company.
movement, the women’s movement, free love and the impulse for
self-determination. Sadly, also the decade when John and Robert The Artists Coalition’s goal was to create a strong voice for
Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Medger Evers and many others the concerns of artists. At the time, Kansas City offered few
were assassinated and when many cities including Kansas City opportunities and local artists were not taken very seriously.
were scarred by the violence of riots. Everything was changing, The few local galleries mainly showed the art of artists living
driven by ideas that were quite radical, ideas that transformed elsewhere. KCAC began by lobbying for professional venues
American life.
for local artists and mounting exhibitions in empty commercial
spaces.
Artists, of course, were part of these changing times. On the East
and West coasts, artists formed The Artists Liberation Front, the Although much has changed since the mid-seventies, our mission
Art Workers Coalition, and the Guerilla Art Action Group. Many to promote visual arts and artists is still needed. KCAC’s longevity
more groups were started on campuses all over the country. Like can be attributed to adherence to the mission and a long history
most counter-culture organizations of the sixties, they were anti- of integrity, openness, and inclusiveness in its programming.
establishment, anti-war and political, but their agendas also KCAC has gained the trust and resources of our constituencies
included the concept of support of artists by artists.
who support the mission and respect the consistent leadership.
The year was 1975, the official end of the United States
involvement in Viet Nam, the year the Watergate “plumbers”
were convicted and a year in which President Ford was the
target of two assassination attempts. It also marked the very
beginning of the Kansas City Artists Coalition.

Artists wanted control of their artistic expression and their The Kansas City Artists Coalition will have its 40th Anniversary
careers.
in 2016.
By the mid-seventies, the artist movement was sweeping across
the United States, fueled by the energy of the sixties, built on with
the sweat of artists and for many, funded by the new National
Endowment for the Arts. Individuals joined together to challenge
the status quo.

KCAC will use the milestone help to increase the visibility of
our mission and highlight our history, while at the same time
articulating KCAC’s vision for the future. An anniversary is an
ideal time to look back in pride and a perfect time to look
forward with a reinvigorated commitment to the organization.
Join us in the future!

